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ABSTRACT
The Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard is becoming an essential solution for co-simulation. In this paper, we address a specific issue which arises in the context of Distributed Cyber-Physical System (DCPS) co-simulation where Functional Mock-up Units (FMU) need to interact with distributed application models. The core of the problem is that, in general, complex distributed application behaviors cannot be easily and accurately captured by a modeling formalism but are instead directly specified using a standard programming language. As a consequence, the model of a distributed application is often a concurrent program. The challenge is then to bridge the gap between this programmatic description and the equation-based framework of FMI in order to make FMUs interact with concurrent programs. In this article, we show how we use the unique model of execution of the SimGrid simulation platform to tackle this issue. The platform manages the co-evolution and the interaction between IT models and the different concurrent processes which compose a distributed application code. Thus, SimGrid offers a framework to mix models and concurrent programs. We show then how we specify an FMU as a SimGrid model to solve the DCPS co-simulation issues. Compared to other works of the literature, our solution is not limited to a specific use case and benefits from the versatility and scalability of SimGrid.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) can be defined as "physical and engineered systems whose operations are monitored, coordinated, controlled and integrated by a computing and communication core" [27]. In this article, we focus on a specific (although common) class of CPS called Distributed-CPS (DCPS) that are CPS equipped with a geographically distributed computing application – i.e. an application that consists of several concurrent processes, possibly remotely located, and interacting through message exchanges. Such systems include notably smart-grid [21], smart-home [16], cloud infrastructure [12] and smart-city [32].

In most cases, a Modeling and Simulation (M&S) process is required to design and study DCPS systems. However, several expert skills belonging to different scientific fields may be required. In this multidisciplinary approach, each domain comes with its own try and tested models and tools. The challenge is then to have a unified approach with a set of heterogeneous M&S tools (i.e. models and simulation pieces of software). A growing strategy to tackle this challenge is co-simulation [17] which consists in coupling different stand-alone M&S tools, so that they simulate the whole system together. The advantages of co-simulation include that (1) it enables to study the global behavior of the system, (2) it enforces a clear separation of concerns in the M&S process and (3) it enables to reuse and factorize efforts put into the development and validation of M&S tools. Yet, co-simulation raises two main challenges. First, managing interoperability [14] consists in ensuring that simulation software codes – that may have different API and be written in different programming languages – can exchange usable data during the simulation. Then, the multi-paradigm challenge [29] requires to bridge different modeling formalisms that are used by the M&S tools. In the case of CPS, this often implies managing a hybrid simulation that combines discrete dynamics (for the computing systems) and continuous dynamics (for the physical systems) [10].

Since 2010, the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) standard [4] of the Modelica Association is becoming an essential solution toward co-simulation. It offers a unified framework and an API to control equation-based models of multi-physical systems (e.g. electrical, mechanical, thermal systems). The strength of the standard is that it is supported by
over 100 M&S tools\footnote{according to http://fmi-standard.org}. These tools enable (1) to design a model and export it as an FMU (Functional Mock-up Unit) – i.e. a simulation unit compliant with FMI – (2) and/or to import and use an FMU as a component in their modeling environment. Several frameworks have been proposed to perform co-simulation of FMUs \cite{11, 15, 24}, and to integrate continuous FMUs into discrete event formalism environments \cite{7, 13, 24}.

In this paper, we address another issue which arises in the context of DCPS co-simulation where FMU components need to interact with distributed application models. The core of the problem is that, in general, complex distributed application behaviors cannot be easily and accurately captured by a modeling formalism (e.g. finite automata) \cite{9}. Instead, the most common approach consists in directly specifying a distributed application using a standard programming language. As a consequence, the model of a distributed application corresponds often a concurrent program which runs on a single computer. The challenge is then to bridge the gap between this programmatic description and the equation-based framework of FMI in order to make FMUs interact with concurrent programs. Considering the diversity of DCPS previously cited, an ad-hoc solution should be avoided in favor of a more versatile approach.

In this article, we show how we use the unique execution model of the SimGrid M&S platform \cite{9} – and more precisely its concept of separated entities’ virtualization – to tackle this issue. SimGrid is a versatile platform for the simulation of distributed systems which embeds a set of rigorously validated IT models (e.g. CPU, IP network, disk, energy consumption). The platform manages the co-evolution and the interaction between these models and the different concurrent processes which compose a distributed application code. Thus, SimGrid offers a framework to mix models and concurrent programs. Our contribution is then to specify an FMU as a SimGrid model to ease the simulation of DCPS. Compared to other works in the literature \cite{6, 16, 21, 32}, our solution is not limited to a specific use case and benefits from the versatility of SimGrid and its validated IT models.

The rest of the article is organized as follow. In Section 2, we describe for illustration purpose the simple yet representative use-case of a chiller failure in a data-center. This use-case illustrates all along the article the challenges of DCPS simulation and our contributions. Section 3 presents the FMU standard and the SimGrid platform. Section 4 details how we integrate FMU into the SimGrid framework. Finally, Section 5 shows how we validate our proposition with the co-simulation of our use-case.

## 2 REPRESENTATIVE USE CASE

For illustration purpose, we consider the simulation of a failure in the chiller of a data-center (DC) called DC1. We consider that the failure occurs when the chiller demand (which depends on the heat dissipation induced by computations) becomes too high. After the failure occurrence, a safety mechanism shuts down the power supply if the temperature becomes too high to preserve machines. We want to simulate the computing processes which cause and handle the failure. This requires to model both the distributed application deployed in the DC, and the physical processes of heat transfers.

This use case is representative because it implies:

1. coupling different M&S tools (OpenModelica and SimGrid),
2. which use different modeling paradigms (algebraic/differential/discrete equations and concurrent programs),
3. with discrete (distributed application execution) and continuous (the temperature evolution) dynamics in interaction (the distributed application changes the computers’ heat dissipation, and the room temperature triggers power shutdown that kills the running programs).

In the following we describe the different models, their co-simulation and the faced challenges.

### 2.1 Physical system of the DC

To describe the nominal behavior of the physical systems, shown in Figure 1, we use a simplified version of the model of \cite{12}. We consider a Computer Room Air Handler (CRAH) that sends an airflow through the computing units (called Physical Machines – PM) racks to cool the DC. Thanks to the chiller, the inlet air temperature is always equal to the same temperature $T_{\text{R,in}}(t)$. As the air passes through the rack, its temperature increases because of the heat dissipation of the DC $Q_{\text{DC}}(t)$. This quantity is defined as follows:

$$Q_{\text{DC}}(t) = P_{\text{load}_{\text{DC}}}(t) + Q_{\text{others}_{\text{DC}}}(t)$$ (1)

$P_{\text{load}_{\text{DC}}}(t)$ is an input of the model which corresponds to the power consumption and heat dissipation of the PMs. $Q_{\text{others}_{\text{DC}}}(t)$ corresponds to the heat dissipation of the other devices of the DC (e.g. lighting, Power Distribution Unit) and is equal to:

$$Q_{\text{others}_{\text{DC}}}(t) = \alpha \times P_{\text{load}_{\text{DC}}}(t)$$ (2)
Considering the mass of the air in the room $m_{\text{air}}$ and its specific heat $C_p$, the outlet air temperature $T_{\text{Ra}}(t)$ corresponds to:

$$T_{\text{Ra}}(t) = T_{\text{Ri}} + \frac{Q_{\text{DC}}(t)}{m_{\text{air}} \times C_p} \tag{3}$$

The cooling demand of the chiller $Q_{\text{coo}}(t)$ is defined as follows:

$$Q_{\text{coo}}(t) = \frac{Q_{\text{DC}}(t)}{\eta_{\text{cc}}} \tag{4}$$

With $\eta_{\text{cc}}$, the inefficiency in the coil of the CRAH.

When the chiller stops working, the inlet and outlet air temperatures become equal and they start increasing according to the following equation:

$$\frac{dT_{\text{Ra}}}{dt} = \frac{Q_{\text{DC}}(t)}{m_{\text{air}} \times C_p} \tag{5}$$

A boolean discrete variable $\text{power}$ determines the status of the power supply in DC1. It is initially set to 1 meaning that power supply is working. When the temperature reaches a critical threshold $\text{tempThreshold}$, the power supply is shut down –i.e. $\text{power} = 0$. The following discrete equation models the behavior of the safety mechanism:

$$\text{when } T_{\text{Ra}}(t) >= \text{tempThreshold then } \text{power} = 0 \tag{6}$$

The status of the chiller is modeled by a boolean variable $\text{chiller}$. The chiller is initially in state 1, meaning that it is working. When the load of the chiller reaches a critical threshold $\text{criticalLoad}$, the failure occurs and the status of the chiller switches to 0, meaning that it stops working. This is modeled by the following discrete equation:

$$\text{when } Q_{\text{coo}}(t) >= \text{criticalLoad then } \text{chiller} = 0 \tag{7}$$

The expected behavior of the system is that when the chiller is working, the inlet temperature remains constant and the load of the chiller varies with the power consumption of the computing units. When that computing load is too high, the chiller load will eventually reach the critical threshold, inducing a chiller failure. The room temperature will then increase with a rate proportional to the PMs’ power consumption. Once the temperature reaches the critical threshold, the power supply is shut down, stopping all computing units.

### 2.2 Distributed application of the DC

We consider a scheduling algorithm which sequentially deploys Virtual Machines (VM) on the PM of the data center DC1, while another data center DC2 is used as a backup solution. The whole IT system is shown in Figure 2.

Each VM is a computer system emulation which requires a given amount of the computing resources (i.e. CPU and memory) of its PM to execute. When creating a VM, the user specifies its size –i.e. the maximum amount of computing resources it can use on the PM. Thus, several VMs can run on a single PM with sufficient resources. We consider for the sake of simplicity that a VM always runs at full capacity when deployed –i.e. 100% of the PM resources required by the VM are used.

The scheduler behavior corresponds to a simple first-fit algorithm (described by Algorithm 1). We consider that it takes 10 seconds to deploy a VM on a PM. PMs consume 0W when turned off. When turned on, we use the power consumption model of [20] which is based on real watt-meter measurements and consider a PM to consumes 97W when idle, 128W when using 1 core, and 220W when working at full capacity. As shown in Figure 3, the power consumption of a PM depends linearly on its CPU usage between 1 core used and max 18. As a consequence, with Algorithm 1 the power consumption of DC1 will increase with the number of deployed VMs.

#### Algorithm 1: Scheduling algorithm to deploy VM in DC1

```plaintext
while DC1 is not full do
  Let pmList be the list of PM of DC1.
  for pm in pmList do
    if pm as enough cores available to run a VM then
      deploy VM on pm
      break
    end if
  end for
end while
```
Algorithm 2: Emergency algorithm managing chiller failure in DC1

wait for emergency message
shut down unused PM in DC1
Let deployedVM be the list of all VMs deployed on DC1.
for vm in deployedVM do
    Let pm0 be the PM hosting vm.
    Let pmList2 be the list of PMs of DC2.
    for pm1 in pmList2 do
        if pm1 as enough cores available to run vm then
            migrate vm on pm1
        if pm0 is empty then
            shut down pm0
        end if
        break
    end if
end for
end for

A probe monitors the chiller status. When a failure is detected, the probe sends a message through an IP network to an emergency manager deployed in another DC called DC2. Upon reception, the emergency manager kills the scheduling algorithm to stop the deployment of VMs in DC1. It also immediately shuts down unused PMs to limit the room temperature. Then, the emergency manager relocate the VMs to DC2, to save as many as possible of them before the power supply shutdown. We perform live migrations of VM to ensure a continuity of service. With a live migration, the memory of a VM is progressively sent to the destination PM while the VM is running on the source PM. Once the transfer is done, the VM is shut down on the source PM and restarted on the destination PM. The time to migrate a VM strongly depends on the memory transfer time [1]. The manager shuts down the PM once all its VMs are migrated. The behavior of the emergency manager is described by Algorithm 2.

The distributed application is then composed of several processes, namely the scheduling algorithm, the emergency manager processes, all the VM deployed on the PM, and the probe monitoring the chiller. We implement this application in SimGrid, and rely on its IT models of IP network, CPU usage and energy consumption for the simulation.

2.3 Co-simulation challenges

To study the considered use-case, we employ dedicated simulation tools: OpenModelica for the equation-based chiller failure model, and SimGrid for the distributed application and its power consumption over the DC. We need to couple our OpenModelica and SimGrid models as shown in Figure 4. The PM power consumption computed by SimGrid is used as input (i.e. $P_{\text{load}_{\text{DC}}}(t)$) of the physical models of OpenModelica. On the other side, any change to the model’s discrete variables (i.e. chiller and power) triggers events in the distributed application.

This coupling rises the following issues:

- How to manage interoperability between OpenModelica and SimGrid ?
- How to make the distributed application processes co-evolve with the physical system models ?
- How to manage interactions between the computing processes and the physical models ?
- How to detect discrete state changes in the continuous system evolution, and trigger the induced discrete events in the distributed application ?

In the following, we detail the FMI standard and the SimGrid platform that we want to combine to address these issues.

3 CONTEXT

3.1 The FMI standard

FMI [4] aims at proposing a generic way to export, import and control equation-based models and their solvers. Using FMI, a model which may be composed of a mixture of differential, algebraic and discrete-time equations, can be exported under a standard format as an FMU. This FMU is a black-box (thus protecting the intellectual property of the model) with input and output ports which correspond to the input and output variables of the model. Each FMU can then be controlled...
using a standardized API, regardless the M&S tool used to generate it. In this way, FMI addresses the interoperability issue between different M&S tools.

FMI provides two ways of exporting and importing a model: FMI for co-simulation (FMI-CS) and FMI for model-exchange (FMI-ME). With FMI-ME (depicted in Figure 5), only the model (i.e. the equations) is exported. Thus an FMU-ME requires a numerical solver in order to be simulated. As a consequence, this export mode is mainly interesting in the context of model exchanges between equation-based tools, which is out of the scope of this article.

With FMI-CS (depicted in Figure 6), a model is exported with a passive solver that can be controlled by any M&S environment importing this FMU-CS. Because they do not require any external solver, FMU-CS can be integrated into a discrete M&S environments. This fits particularly well into our context of DCPS simulation. In the following, we detail this FMI-CS standard and its limits to make our proposition fully understandable for non-specialist.

The co-evolution of an FMU-CS with its environment is based on the concept of communication points. These communication points, which have to be set by the environment of the FMU, correspond to points in the simulated time where (1) the FMU simulation must be stopped, and (2) exchanges of data can be performed between the FMUs and its environment. Between two communication points, an FMU evolves independently of its environment.

From a software perspective, the FMU interface is composed of a set of C functions, and an XML file. The C functions control the FMU, whereas the XML file describes the FMU capacities and interface. More precisely, the XML file describes names, types (i.e. Real/Integer/Boolean/String), variability (constant/discrete/continuous) and causality (input/output/parameter) of the variables. The C interface enables to control an FMU-CS with the following operations [22]:

- a `doStep` integrates the FMU until a given communication point. Note that, an FMU may enforce fixed communication step-size. This limitation is then specified in the FMU description file. In this case, if the step-size required by `doStep` is not compatible with the fixed step-size, the method will fail to execute.
- a `getOutput` gets the current outputs of the FMU.
- a `setInput` sets the inputs of the FMU. In case of instantaneous dependencies between inputs and outputs, this method may change the outputs of the FMU. Depending on the FMU, a `doStep` of duration 0 may also be required to update outputs.
- `getState` and `setState` are optional operations used to export/import the model state. They enable to perform a rollback during the simulation of the model.

In its current state, FMI-CS is not yet fully compliant with hybrid simulation requirements [5, 11, 28]. In particular, an FMU only supports continuous and piecewise continuous input/output time signals. As a consequence, an FMU-CS cannot produce discrete event signals which are essential to communicate with event-based models. Also, the date of the next discrete event cannot be obtained from a FMU-CS. Although the scheduled 2.1 extension of the standard might solve this issue\(^2\), we need to adapt to this constraint in the meantime.

In the model of our use-case, we use FMI-CS to export our thermal system model as an FMU using the dedicated features of OpenModelica. Thus, we obtain a simulation unit (shown in Figure 7) which is ready to interact and co-evolve with other models in different M&S environments. However, due to the limitation of the standard, the exact dates of the power supply shutdown and the chiller failure cannot be known in advance from the FMU. Also, the FMU is not able to trigger an event at these moments to notify the distributed application.

### 3.2 The SimGrid Platform

SimGrid [9] is a versatile platform dedicated to the scalable simulation of distributed applications and platforms. It can notably be used to study cluster, grid, peer-to-peer, Cloud, wide/local-area networks. It is grounded on sound simulation models of CPUs [30], TCP/IP networks [31], VMs [19], and energy consumption [18] which are theoretically sound and experimentally assessed. Using these models, SimGrid accurately simulates the resources usage (i.e. CPU and bandwidth sharing), the execution time and the energy consumption.

of a distributed application code. Thus, platform enables to simulate the behavior of a distributed system on a single computer. SimGrid has grounded over 200 scientific works. SimGrid is implemented in C/C++ and available in open source at http://simgrid.org.

The SimGrid models are used to determine:

1. how much computing resources are allocated to each action of the distributed application, e.g. how much bandwidth is used by each data transfer.
2. when each action ends, e.g. when do the data transfers end.

The SimGrid models are based on the discrete event paradigm, where an internal event corresponds to the completion of an action. Each model can be controlled using two operations:

- `updateModel()` updates the model to the current simulated time.
- `nextEvent()` get the date of the next internal event of the model.

SimGrid compartmentalizes the execution of the distributed processes to strictly manage their co-evolution and interactions with the models. This design, where each interaction of the processes with their environment is strictly mediated by a kernel is highly inspired from the classical design of an Operating System. To that extend, SimGrid gives a dedicated execution context to each process of the distributed application. These execution contexts can be implemented either with classical threads or with lighter continuations [2] mechanisms.

This architecture, depicted in Figures 8 and 9, was first introduced to enable the parallel execution of the user processes [26] without relying of fine-grain locking of the simulator internals. It also enables the formal verification of legacy distributed applications, since their interactions with their environment are strictly controlled by the framework when they run within the simulator [25].

During a typical SimGrid simulation, all user processes are conceptually executed in parallel (in practice, parallelism can be disabled on user request). A simulation kernel, which has its own execution context, is in charge of:

1. managing the simulation state (e.g. the simulation clock),
2. coordinating the processes and models’ executions, and
3. mediating interactions between user code and models.

Some process actions can modify the state of a model. In our use case, examples of such actions include: starting a VM, sending data through the network, using CPU, migrating a VM and turning off a PM. When a process wants to perform an action that modifies the state of a model, it needs to use the `simcall` mechanism of the kernel. This mechanism is the equivalent of a system call in a classical OS. It causes the process to be blocked until the requested action ends in the simulation. As a consequence (1) the simulation clock may change between the time when a process is blocked and resumed by a simcall, and (2) every process computation that occurs between two simcalls are considered to be instantaneous in the simulated time.

When all processes are blocked at given simulation time, a context switch is performed to the kernel in order to move forward simulation time. The kernel first sequentially (and in a deterministic order) changes the models' states according to the requests made by the processes. Then, following a
discrete event logic, it synchronizes the models and processes executions by:

1. calling the `nextEvent` method of each model in order to determine the time of the earliest internal event;
2. updating the simulation clock and sequentially calling the `updateModel` method of all the models in order to move forward the simulation to the earliest internal event time;
3. eventually resuming the processes whose simcalls ends.

This step cause a context switch to the processes.

The Figure 8 summarizes this simulation behavior. Thanks to this unique model of execution, SimGrid can mix simulation models with distributed application code in order to perform scalable and deterministic simulation. We propose to take advantage of this feature in our context of DCPS simulation, by embedding each FMU-CS into a dedicated SimGrid model. In the following, we detail this proposition.

4 CONTRIBUTION

As shown in Figure 10, our approach is to import FMU-CS into a dedicated model which is added in the SimGrid simulation kernel. The kernel can then control the FMU like any other model. Note that with this mechanism, several FMUs can be imported in SimGrid, each of them being associated with a dedicated model. All the FMUs can then interact separately with the distributed application processes.

In traditional discrete event and multi-physical equation-based tools, such as an FMU co-simulation master, or OpenModelica, the input/output connections between an FMU and its environment are determined a priori at the model design time. Moreover, these links are in general hardwired and cannot be changed at run-time. In order to integrate FMU-CS in the SimGrid environment, we use a more flexible interaction mechanism which can handle the complexity of concurrent program behavior. Indeed, any of the computing processes is likely to interact with an FMU. Moreover, some of these processes may be created or killed during the simulation. As a consequence, with some complex concurrent code, it is very difficult—if not impossible—to determine a priori the interactions between each process and an FMU.

In the following, we detail how the FMU execution is coordinated with the distributed application (Section 4.1), how FMUs and distributed programs interact (Section 4.2), and how we overcome the FMI-CS limitation in terms of hybrid simulation (Section 4.3).

We rely on FMI++ [33] to implement our solution. This library provides high-level functionalities to load and manipulate FMUs in order to ease their integration in discrete simulation tools.

4.1 Coordination of FMU and distributed application

When the `updateModel` method of this SimGrid model is called by the kernel, it performs a `doStep` in order to move forward the FMU to the desired simulation time. This mechanism enables then to coordinate the simulations of the FMU and the distributed application.

In order to simulate our use-case, we can then import the FMU of our thermal system model in SimGrid. The thermal system will then co-evolve with the distributed application running in the data-centers.

Note that, as the SimGrid kernel performs discrete event simulations, our synchronization mechanism requires the FMU to support variable communication step-sizes. To handle an FMU that does not comply with this constraint, we can use the dedicated `FixedStepSizeFMU` wrapper of FMI++. This wrapper, implements a fixed step-size simulation algorithm that positions the FMU as close as possible to the required communication point. This may induce inaccurate results as the model synchronization is not perfectly done. However, this inaccuracy is inherent to fixed-step size simulation models.

4.2 Continuous input and output interactions

To enable flexible interactions between the FMUs and the distributed applications, we make all the input and output ports of all the FMUs imported in SimGrid accessible to all the running processes. We extend the SimGrid API with two methods that can be used by the processes in order to interact with the FMUs:

- `getReal/Integer/Boolean/String(string name)` returns the current value of the variable name.
- `setReal/Integer/Boolean/String(string name, double/int/bool/string value, bool doStep)`
sets the value of the variable name to value. If needed, the doStep parameter can be set to true in order to perform a doStep of duration 0 to update the FMU outputs. As it modifies the state of the FMU—which is now considered as a SimGrid model—this function triggers a SimGrid simcall. The inputs of the FMU is then set within the kernel context of SimGrid in order to maintain a deterministic simulation execution. This simcall ends at the same simulation time, making the set operations instantaneous from the simulation point of view.

In our use-case, we use these methods to update the PM power consumption in the FMU with the value computed by SimGrid. The Algorithms 3 and 4 show how we easily extends the Algorithms 1 and 2 for this purpose. We also design a simple sampling process behavior (shown in Algorithm 5) to observe the continuous state trajectory of the FMU (i.e. the evolution of the temperature in DC1) during the simulation.

```
Algorithm 3: Extension (in red) of the scheduling algorithm in order to interact with the FMU.

while DC1 is not full do
    Let pmList be the list of PM of DC1.
    for pm in pmList do
        if pm as enough cores available to run a VM then
            deploy VM on pm
            Let p be the current power consumption of DC1.
            setReal("P_loadDC",p)
            break
        end if
    end for
end while
```

```
Algorithm 4: Extension (in red) of the emergency algorithm to interact with the FMU.

wait for emergency message
shutdown unused PM in DC1
Let p be the current power consumption of DC1.
setReal("P_loadDC",p)
Let deployedVM be the list of all VM deployed on DC1.
for vm in deployedVM do
    if pm1 as enough cores available to run vm then
        migrate vm on pm1
        if pm0 is empty then
            shutdown pm0
        end if
        Update p.
        setReal("P_loadDC",p)
        break
    end if
end for
end for
```

```
Algorithm 5: sampling algorithm which monitors the temperature evolution.

while true do
    double temp = getReal("T_out")
    save the value of temp in output log
    wait x seconds
end while
```

4.3 discrete event interaction

In order to comply with the requirements of hybrid modeling, we have to overcome the limitations of FMI-CS in terms of discrete event behavior (introduced in Section 3.1). We design an event triggering mechanism which emulates discrete event output signals from the continuous output of the FMU. Thanks to this mechanism, discrete changes in the FMU (e.g. the chiller failure and power supply shutdown in our use case) can then be notified to the distributed application.

We extend the SimGrid API with the following method:

```
registerEvent(bool (*condition)(vector<string>),
    void (*callback)(vector<string>),
    vector<std::string> parameters)
```

This method registers an event notification request to the SimGrid model that embeds the FMU. This mechanism enables flexible interactions between the FMU and the distributed application since any process of the distributed application can use it at any simulated time. Moreover, each process is free to specify in which conditions the event occurs by specifying the condition function. Each process also sets what is its impact on the distributed application by specifying the callback method. For instance, this effect can range from simple logging activity to process kill, creation, resuming or suspending. When executed, both condition and callback receive parameters as input.

Each time registerEvent is called by a process, an instantaneous simcall, in terms of simulated time, is triggered to ensure a deterministic simulation, and the event notification request is stored in the SimGrid model which contains the FMU. The event conditions are evaluated immediately and after each modification of the FMU state —i.e. after each call to setReal/Integer/Boolean/String and updateModel. When the condition is satisfied, the associated callback function is executed to propagate the event effect in the distributed application. The event notification request is then deleted (but note that the callback function is free to register another similar request).

When at least one event notification request is pending, we use a classical lookahead exploration strategy in order to accurately determine the occurrence time of events. This strategy, shown in Figure 11, consists in scheduling internal events at regular intervals (using the nextEvent method of the SimGrid model) in order to frequently check if an
event has occur in the FMU. The fixed delay between these intervals corresponds to the lookahead of the model. It is determined by the user at the FMU import time. Setting the lookahead is about finding a trade-off between accuracy and performance, as both determine the event detection precision, and the frequency of event checks. A known limitation of this strategy is that it may miss some event occurrences if the lookahead is too large (as shown in Figure 12). We could have used other event detection algorithms that may be more accurate and efficient (like bisectional search, regular falsi or the Illinois algorithm [23]). However, these strategies are less generic as they are only compliant with FMUs which implement the optional rollback features [8]. As soon as there are no pending event notification requests, the SimGrid model containing the FMU stops scheduling internal events.

Getting back to our use-case, we can use this mechanism to handle the events related to the chiller failure and the power supply shutdown. The behavior of the probe that waits for the chiller failure and sends a message to the emergency manager is formalized by the Algorithm 6. This algorithm uses a zeroValue condition function that returns true when the chiller output variable of the FMU is equal to 0, and a wakeMeUp callback function that simply resumes the probe process execution. In order to manage the power supply shutdown, we register an event notification at the beginning of the simulation with a condition function that detects when power = 0, and a callback function that creates the PM shutdown process.

5 EVALUATION
To evaluate our solution, we perform the co-simulation of our use-case and study the simulation results. In the following, we detail how we validate our solution. We first describes our experimental scenario in Table 1. Then, we detail and interpret the simulation results in Section 5.1. Finally, we detail our validation process in Section 5.2.

5.1 Results interpretation
Figure 13 shows the simulation results of our co-simulation with SimGrid: the power consumption of the system, the temperature of DC1, the status of the chiller, and the power supply over time. We can see that from simulation time 0 to time 260, the power consumption of DC1 (computed by SimGrid) and the chiller load (computed by the FMU-CS) increase progressively. This is due to the scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 1) that is deploying VM every 10 seconds. At time 260, the chiller load exceeds the critical load of 23,000 W and the chiller stops functioning. As a consequence, the chiller load falls immediately down to 0, the temperature starts increasing, and the probe sends a message to notify this issue. After a transmission delay simulated by the TCP model of SimGrid, this message is received at time 260.263 by the emergency manager (Algorithm 2) which immediately shutdowns the unused PM in DC1. As a consequence, the power consumption of DC1 decreases suddenly from 17,310 W to 9,668.8 W.

Then, from time 260.263 to time 846.614, the emergency manager migrates VMs from DC1 to DC2. This causes an increase of the power consumption of DC2 and a decrease of the power consumption of DC1. Note that the power consumption of DC1 changes at a faster rate than the power consumption of DC2. This is due to the PM shutdowns performed by the emergency manager in DC1. We can see that, by transferring the computation load from DC1 to DC2, the emergency manager progressively limits the temperature increase in DC1. However this is not sufficient and, at time 846.614, the temperature reaches the critical threshold of 40°C and the power supply of DC1 is shut down. This event is successfully propagated to SimGrid as all the PMs are immediately turned off and the total power consumption rapidly reaches 0. These results are in complete accordance with the expected behavior.

5.2 Validation
As shown in Figure 14, to validate this co-simulation, we compare these results with the trajectory generated by a monolithic simulation performed with OpenModelica. As it is not possible to model and simulate our IT system in Modelica, we use the power consumption traces generated by SimGrid as input of OpenModelica. We found similar simulation results. Because it immediately depends on the PM power consumption, the chiller failure occurs at the exact...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical system model</td>
<td>inlet air temperature $T_{R_{in}}$</td>
<td>24 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mass of the air in the room $m_{air}$</td>
<td>294 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specific heat</td>
<td>1.006 kJ/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cooling inefficiency</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>chiller critical load criticalLoad</td>
<td>23 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>temperature threshold tempThreshold</td>
<td>40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio of the other devices in the total DC heat dissipation</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number of PM in each DC</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM core size</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM maximum power consumption</td>
<td>220 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM power consumption when using 1 core</td>
<td>128 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT model</td>
<td>PM idle power consumption</td>
<td>97 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM off power consumption</td>
<td>0 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM RAM size</td>
<td>3 Go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM core size</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VM deployment time (i.e. delay between two deployments)</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-simulation</td>
<td>lookahead value (i.e. event detection precision)</td>
<td>0.01 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental conditions.

Figure 13: Simulation results of the use-case.

same simulation time. The power shutdown occurs less than 0.001 second earlier in the OpenModelica simulation. This is accordance with our expectations because it corresponds to the event detection precision (i.e. the lookahead) that we set in our co-simulation.

In order to test our capacity to handle several FMUs, we split our physical model into two FMUs. The first FMU embeds the equation 7 and corresponds to the chiller failure model. The second FMU contains the other equations of the physical model. We modify the Algorithm 3 and 4 to update the two FMU inputs. The event notification request related to the chiller failure (resp. power supply shutdown) is now registered in the first (resp. second) FMU. The co-simulation results obtained are again similar to the monolithic simulation. Therefore, these experiments demonstrates the validity of our solution.

6 CONCLUSION
In this article, we detailed how FMU-CS are integrated into the SimGrid platform in order to manage the co-simulation of multi-physical models and concurrent programs. Our contribution consists in embedding FMUs into a dedicated SimGrid model. We proposed an extension of the SimGrid API that enables flexible interactions between FMU and concurrent program. In particular, we defined a dynamic generation mechanism of discrete event signals that overcomes the limitations of FMU in terms of hybrid simulation. We experimentally validated our solution by demonstrating that our co-simulation of a chiller failure in a data-center gives similar results when compared to a monolithic simulation.

From a software perspective, it is important to note that our solution does not require any extension of the SimGrid simulation kernel. It corresponds then to a SimGrid plug-in. All our code is open-source and it will be soon integrated in the SimGrid distribution.

Our solution has several advantages:
versatility: we can import models from the numerous multi-physical M&S tools that support the FMI-CS standard. Also, we benefit from the validated IT models of SimGrid and its diversity of application contexts. Thus, FMU-CS can now interact with Grids, Clouds, High Performance Computing infrastructures or Peer-to-Peer systems.

reproducibility: we benefit from the OS-based simulation architecture of SimGrid that ensures deterministic co-simulation between FMUs and concurrent programs.

scalability: thanks to the optimized model of execution of SimGrid, FMU-CS can simultaneously interact with a very large amount a concurrent processes.

A limit of our approach is that we rely on a lookahead algorithm to detect event occurrences in the FMU. This strategy may be less efficient and accurate than other algorithms of the literature but it is more generic in term of FMU integration. Also, we are able to import simultaneously several FMUs into SimGrid and make them interact with concurrent processes. However, the potential interactions between these FMU have to be handled in an ad-hoc way. Considering the complexity of FMU interactions which often require numerical methods (e.g. algebraic loop resolution, numerical error estimation) a more generic and automatic solution is required.

In future work, we plan to extend our proposition in order to integrate tools that support the FMU-ME standard. We also plan to implement other event-detection algorithms to increase the accuracy and performance of our co-simulations. As soon as they will be available, we want to take advantage of the new FMI 2.1 extensions for hybrid simulation. Finally, we plan to use this work in order to simulate green computing systems where Smart-Grid models interact with distributed cloud infrastructures.
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